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         Cover Story      

      Wotan UD trained by Barbara Richter-Winter

      From The Editor

       
Editorial

                Welcome to the first Chatter Sheet for the year. I hope that it will prove 
interesting and informative for you. For members that are new to the club 
I would like to mention that I am always happy to receive new articles or 
information to include in the Chatter Sheet.
If you are interested in reading any particular thing please drop me a line 
and I will be happy to see if I can source articles.

Happy reading,
Barbara Richter-Winter
btrichterwinter@tpg.com.au

Do you want to advertise with us?
Full Page  :     $100 / 2 Editions    or    $200 / 4 Editions
Half page :     $  50  / 2 Editions    or    $100 / 4 Editions

Next Chatter Sheet Deadline:     26. April 2021

                   Submissions including Cover Photos/Feedback/Suggestions
Can be send by E-mail to our President

Christine Koch  christinekochsa@gmail.com

Chatter Sheet fine print:
 The Editor reserves the right not to publish any letter, item or article submitted, 

which in the opinion of the Editor or Committee, should not be published for legal 
or other reasons. All submissions are received with the reservation that articles, opinions
and advertisements appearing in this publication do not constitute an endorsement by 
the South Australian Dog Club Inc. or its members.
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                     SAODC Training Times: February to November 2020

               All classes recommence the first week in February each year.

       Tuesday Morning

    9:30am  -  11.00am  Rally Obedience

 10:15am  -  11.00am              Welcome Talk
(last Tuesday each month)

     
     9:30am – 11:00am  Foundation Skills

    Levels 1 & 2

11:15am  -  12:00noon            Foundation Skills
Level 3
Intermediate Skills
Intermediate Obedience
Trialling Classes



                               Tuesday Evening 

      6:30pm  -  9:00pm Rally Obedience
Trialling Classes

      7:15pm  -  8:00pm Welcome Talk
(last Tuesday each month)
Puppies
Foundation Skills
Level 1 & 2

      8:15pm  -  9:00pm Foundation Skills
Level 3
Intermediate Skills

      

Running late for class?
Please try to arrive 10 minutes prior to your class start time. If you are late please 
see our Chief Instructor who will assess  if it is still appropriate for you to join the 
class.



SAODC Weather Policy

  If the forecast maximum temperature for West Terrace BOM,
broadcast at 8am on the day, is   32C  or  over,

   morning classes  will not be run.

             Tuesday  evening classes will not run if  the West Tc  BOM  
temperature at 5pm is  35C  or above.

Training will not occur during wet weather
   (continuous rain, high winds, thunder, lightning etc).



                            
President's Message

On behalf of the SAODC Committee I wish everyone, whether you've just 
joined the club or are a long -standing member, a very warm welcome for 
2021.

I wish to extend a special thank you to those of you who were members
in 2020, a year like no other ! We can only hope that 2021 does not see a 
repeat of the interruptions to training and various dog sports that we 
experienced due to COVID-19 last year, We will, of course, continue to 
comply with all relevant State Government health requirements and the 
club's approved COVID Safety Plan. Please, if you are not feeling well, or 
have recently visited an designation“COVID hot spots” in SA or interstate,
do not attend the club.We will still be there when you are able to return.

Although the club was closed for nearly three months from the middle of 
March until early June, we had a large number of new members join with 
both puppies and older dogs after we re-opened. So, let's look forward to 
a less stressful year in 2021 and please remember the SAODC motto of 
“Kindness and Perseverance”. Be consistent with your training and do a 
little bit often.

Christine Koch
President

                   



Chief  Instructor's Message

Hi All,

Welcome to SAODC for 2021. I hope you enjoy your training 
sessions with us no matter what level of training you are at. Please 
always remember to be patient ( and kind ) to your dog  whether you 
have a young puppy or an advanced older dog. They are not robots !!!  
Always be aware of what he/she  is doing, always have plenty of treats 
with you, and importantly always reward he/she for any good 
behaviour. If you make training a un game he/she will be much more 
engaged with you and therefore will be more willing to give you the 
behaviours you ask for. If ever unsure, or you don't understand , or 
you feel you need more guidance, please don't hesitate to come and 
see me for more help.

Enjoy your four legged friend!!

Cheers

Deb
Chief Instructor



No Graduation.....  just back from Holiday
  

           Foundation Skills (Level 1,2 & 3)

           Intermediate Skills

      Intermediate Obedience



   

    

The club did not do much in the way of fundraising last year due to the 
significant disruption caused by COVID-19. We plan to be a lot more active 
 this year. 

We are selling digital Entertainment memberships via  
https://www.entertainment.com.au/orderbooks/911x725.

A Single City (e.g. Adelaide) membership costs $69.99 and the club receives  
20%. The hardcopy Entertainment book no longer exists.

Tony  Scholefield



                                    TRIAL RESULTS

                                Double Rally and Trick Trial   ( 4th October 2020 )

            Rally Advanced B  (AM)

Lee Irvine & Darcy CD, RE         

Mary Vahviolos & Chispa CD, RE       

Rally Novice ( AM )

CP Koch & AK Scott & DUALCH (ED) WINTERBOURNE IRISH LEGEND CD TD
                       

           
  

Rally Master ( PM )    

Lee Irvine  & Darcy  CD  RE

Mary Vahaviolos  & Chispa CD RE

                     
                



Trick Trial

                          Starter

Ann  Farndell  &  SCOTSDREAM A MINUTE IN TIME  UD RE ADX TDX JD PT

Mary Vahviolos & Chispa CD

               Obedience & Rally Trial ( 31st October 2020

            Community Companion Dog ( CCD)

Vicky Spangler  &  SENTURIAN HERSHEY  RA  (1st Place)

Trevor Gardner  &  TULLACREST HAPPY TRAILS RN

             Companion Dog Excellent (CDX)

Jessie Hughes  &  SUP CH WALDWIEZE GAME KEEPA AT  POSHVWEI (IMP NY) ET 
CD RE QND ORA NDR

                      Rally Novice

CP Koch & A Scott &  DUEL CH (ED) WINTERBOURNE IRISH    LEGEND CD TD
     
     Rally Master

Mary Vahaviolos  & Chispa CD RE
              

 



        
     DANGERS OF GRASS SEEDS FOR DOGS

Spring and summer are known as grass-seed season. This is when many dogs seek 
veterinary care for medical problems caused by grass seeds. It’s hard to imagine that a 
simple grass seed can cause issues but they are a big problem for dogs in  many areas of 
Australia. Medical issues ranged from mild swelling to life-threatening illness.

What  part of the grass are causing the problem and how?

The part of the grass that causes the problem is the awn. This is a hard case that 
surrounds the seed. They have a sharp spiky head and an arrow shape with bristles that 
point backwards. The shape helps the grass self-propagate. The sharp point enables it to 
bury into soil whilst the arrow head bristles prevent it from coming out again. Moisture 
in the soil also causes the awn to swell to keep it in the soil.

 The problem is, when the awns get caught in the fur of dogs, the seeds easily penetrate 
he skin surface. As in the soil, their shape means they travel forwards  but not backwards.

A dog’s body is a lot less dense than soil, so once the seed enters the body it can keep 
ravelling large distances, ending up in the bladder, lungs, spinal cord, and even the 
brain. Symptoms depend on where the awn enters the body, what path it takes, and  
where it ends up.

Why do grass seeds cause problems?

The body recognizes the grass seed as foreign and tries to wall it off and remove it. The 
grass seeds also naturally carry bacteria, which cause infection. This creates a strong 
inflammatory reaction, with pain, swelling, and pus. Technically, this  inflammatory 
reactions called an abscess.



The inflammation caused by the body as it tries to remove the grass seed and fight the 
infection causes damage to nearby structures. This inflammation can be disastrous in 
certain locations, such as within the lung, spinal cord, or brain.

It is not uncommon for dogs to have multiple grass seeds embedded under the skin. A 
common site is the paw. This shows up as a red, painful swelling on the foot, sometimes 
oozing pus. It will usually be quite painful and the dog will lick it a lot.

Another common site on the skin is around the head and neck. As well as piercing  the 
skin, grass seeds can enter the body via the ears, eyes, nose, throat,vagina, and intestines.

Dogs are always sniffing with their noses to the ground. Grass seeds frequently get 
snorted up the nose or inhaled down the windpipe.Once inside the body, the 

seeds migrate. The seeds will take the path of  least resistance.

For example, grass seeds that are inhaled go down to the lungs. There they cause 
pneumonia. From the lungs, the grass seeds tend to travel into the chest space (outside 
the lungs), then follow the diaphragm (the muscle between the chest and the abdomen) 
towards the spine, and travel up into the spinal cord. Such dogs will have symptoms of 
spinal cord disease and may have trouble walking. Grass seeds that enter the vagina 
frequently end up in the bladder and cause a bladder infection.

          Risk factors

Contrary to what you might think, dogs with medium-length coats are actually at highest 
risk compared to dogs with short-haired or long-haired coats. They are three times more 
likely than other dogs to have problems. It is not the length of coat that matters but the 
density. Medium-length coats have a higher density undercoat, which traps the grass 
awns and is more likely to hold them closely against the skin.

Working dogs, who spend much time amongst the fields, are at particular risk. Any dog 
that has access to farmland is twice as likely to be affected.

            



     Symptoms

The symptoms of grass seeds depend on where they enter the  body,where they travel in 
the body, and where they end up. Grass seeds in the following sites, may cause these 
symptoms.

Skin
Pain – Swelling – Licking the area constantly – A bloody discharge -Lameness.

Ears
Itchy, irritated ears – Pus in the ear – Head tilted on one side - Shaking the head  
constantly.

Nose
Sneezing – Discharge from the nose – Blood from the nose -Shaking the head  - Pawing 
or rubbing at the muzzle.

Eyes
Sore, red eye – swollen eyelid – Mucky eye gunk.

Inhaled into the windpipe
Coughing – Fever – Tiredness – Breathing quicker and harder -Not eating – Large glands 
in the neck.

                                  Diagnosis

Diagnosis is usually confirmed by retrieving the grass seed from the side, usually
under anaesthetic. Most vets will assume that any painful swelling on a dog during 
spring and summer, particularly one that is oozing pus, could be caused by a grass 
seed. This is especially so if the swelling is on the foot or if the coat ha grass seeds
attached.  

For eyes and ears, grass seed are very painful. The ear or eye will need to be
examined under some form of sedation to find the seed. Endoscopy (using a
tube with a camera attached) may be needed if a grass seed is suspected up the 
nose or down the throat.

For seed inside the body, it can be very difficult to work out that a grass seed is causing 
the problem. Such dogs may come in with a range of symptoms, such as fever from 
pneumonia or trouble walking if the seed is in the spinal cord. Many such cases end up 
being referred to veterinary specialists, sometimes weeks after the grass seed has entered 
the body.



           Treatment

Very occasionally, a grass seed will continue to travel until it comes out the other side of 
the leg or body. In most instances, however, the seed need to be surgically removed, 
Abscesses need to be opened and drained to remove the pus and find the grass seed. It can
be quite difficult to find the grass seed because is can disintegrate with the moisture. If it 
can't be found, the abscess is usually cleaned thoroughly with saline in the hope that that 
flushes the material out.

If the grass seed isn't found and is still in there, the chance of the abscess reforming is 
higher. Sometimes, all we  can do is wait to see if an abscess will reform there or elsewhere
and do repeat surgery to try and find the seed again.Antibiotics are also often given to 
help fight the infection as well as pain relief and an anti-inflammatory.

             Prevention

The best thing you can do to prevent grass seeds embedding in your dog's skin is to 
groom (brush) your dog weekly. During grass seed season  I   brush my dog after each 
walk to minimize the risk.

Submitted by,

Barbara Richter-Winter




